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JAVIER
SAGRERA

@javiersagreraracing
12/01/2004 (17 years old)
SPAIN



Physical and driving trainings, trips,
competitions… committed at the same time
to his studies and academic training, besides
always trying to find some time to spend with
his family and friends.

He knows what he wants and owns a solid
goodwill of fully exploring his driving
capabilities, assuming new challenges
in different competitions and therefore
projecting his career path by having both the
guarantee of professional drivers and motor
racing experts.

Javier is permanently willing to learn from
expert drivers and engineers to pit against
his competitors and to outdo himself in every
lap. He is got a great ability to communicate
with his team and with those around him.
Thoughtful and self-demanding, he likes to
set goals and achieve them.
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WORK &
EFFORT

DETERMINATION &
SKILLS

COMPETITIVENESS &
PERSONAL GROWTH
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2015

In 2015, he started taking his first steps in the go-kart racing

world by the hand of Mariano and Miguel Molina.

He started to compete in the go-kart racing world inferior

categories. He also started setting his path in the young player

categories in 2016, combining Catalan Championship tests and

Spanish Championship, besides winning Rotax races and attaining

many podiums in many other different races and tests.

2016
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In 2017 he consolidated himself by being the spanish vice-

champion, obtaining victories and podiums during all the 

season. In the meantime, he began his international career by 

participating in the Winter Cup, the WSK, the European

Championship and the category World Cup, being a finalist in

many occasions.

Again, in 2018, he got in the Spanish Championship podium by

both winning and obtaining podiums multiple times, achieving a

third position in the ranking. He simultaneously started to focus

in international races in order to enter in many Winter Cups finals,

WSK, European Championships, and the World Championship

once again.

2017 2018
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2020 was his first complete season of single-seater car 

participating in the Formula 4 Spanish Championship. This season 

was a learning and adaptation year, after moving up from Karting 

last year.

2019 2020

In 2019, he reached the 7th position in the Spanish Championship,

repeating in the podium and focusing his efforts in the

international tests, where he was present in the finals of several

competitions. Later that year, he took the leap to F4 by debuting

in November in the Montmeló circuit with just one previous test,

and reached the 8th position among 20 participants.
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Finally, in 2021, Javier was moving on to England to run in the GB3 

Championship, where he had the most successful season of his 

career running with an Open-wheel car. He was one of the fastest 

drivers in the Championship, getting the fastest laps of the entire 

weekend. Also, he got on the podium several times.

09

2021

PD: Javier’s goal for the 2022 season is to repeat his success in 

the GB3 Championship. And be able to win the competition thanks 

all the experience acquired the past year.



The GB3 Championship is the major single-seating cars competition in the United 
Kingdom that focuses on promoting all the young talents coming from Formula 4 
and Karting. The Championship counts with FIA’s support for his standings for the 
Superlicence of Formula 1.
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THE F3 IS THE F1 SCHOOL

Recognized drivers such as Marc Gené, Jordi Gené, Miguel Molina, Chus Sánchez, as well as managers from the Catalan Circuit
have praised Javier Sagrera’s driving abilities, his way of approaching competitions and his personal values.

STATEMENTS FROM DRIVERS AND EXPERTS

F1 driver (Minardi Williams and
Ferrari) & 24h Le Mans with
Peugeot. He is currently inside F1
Ferrari structure, as well as being a
Movistar+ commentator.

MARC GENÉ
Benetton F1 test driver, Spanish
Supertouring champion, 24h Le
Mans LPM winner and 5th general
classified, Top 10 Supertouring
Championship during many years…
and nowadays he is an official test
and development driver for Seat and
Audi.

JORDI GENÉ
Official Audi ex-driver in the DTM
German Touring Car Masters
during seven different seasons.
He is currently an official Ferrari
GT Racing driver competing in the
World Endurance Championship.
(WEC).

MIGUEL MOLINA
Son of the pass-away pilot Alfonso 
Toledano, influencer and impulsor of 
the motoring in South America in the 
90th and 2000. Internacional pilot 
involved in motoring since the first 
day of his life.

ALFONSO TOLEDANO



The new car of this season, the Tatuus MSV-022, will have a completely 
new chassis and will incorporate the halo with a new aerodynamics 
package completely revised.

To complement the increased aerodynamic performance, will be an 
upgraded specification to enable the unit to now produce over 250bhp 
at 8500 rpm, a 20bhp increase on the current specification.TH
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Donington Park
Leicestershire, (England)

For 2022 there will be eight racing weekends for
F3’s British Championship.

GB3 CALENDAR 2022

Donington Park
Leicestershire, (England)

Silvestone GP
Silverstone, (England)

Silvestone GP
Silverstone, (England)

Oulton Park
Cheshire, (England)

Snetterton 300
Norfolk, (England)

Brands Hatch
Kent, (England)

Spa-Francorchamps
Stavelot, (Belgium)



Javier Sagrera Sabater
Tel. +34 609 31 15 62
Mail: javiersagrera62@gmail.com

DRIVER MANAGER

Javier Sagrera Pont
Tel. +34 618 796 665
Mail: sagrerajavier2004@gmail.com

DRIVER


